
Caution: Strong magnetic field. Keep magnets away from all electronic equipment 
(e.g., computers, television screens) or other items that have information stored 

magnetically (e.g., credit cards, bank cards, computer disks). Magnets can corrupt stored 
data if placed too near.

This Cree® LED work light requires three AA batteries. To install the batteries, unscrew the 
tail cap located at the base of the main case (see Figure 1), remove the battery cartridge 
and insert the batteries in the battery cartridge, following the polarity symbols embossed in 
the top and bottom of the battery cartridge. Reinsert the battery cartridge such that the two 
positive terminals (+) point inside the main case and reinstall the tail cap.
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To adjust the light beam, slide the lamp 
head casing up (for wide beam) or down  
(for narrow beam). See Figure 2. 

Caution: Avoid bending the gooseneck 
too sharply, as over time this will 

affect the gooseneck’s ability to maintain  
its position.

Notes:
1 Batteries can vary in diameter. The battery 
cartridge may not fit inside the main case 
when it is loaded with rechargeable batteries.
2 The magnetic base is removable; simply 
unscrew it from the tail cap.
3 The side-mounting clip is intended for use 
only when the light is mounted vertically.

Tip: To prolong battery life, remove the 
batteries when the light is not expected 

to be used for extended periods of time
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Figure 1: Installing the batteries.
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Figure 2: LED work light components.
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